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Evaluation　of　Error　Gravity　in　EFL　Writings
Takenori　Takahashi
　　　　　Gavin　Buffett
1．Introduction
Correcting　mistakes　made　by　our　students　is　an　integral　part　of　the　EFL　teacher’s
job．　When　identined，　these　mistakes　allow　the　educator　to　focus　their　lessons　on
areas　that　the　students　find　difficult　or　to　change　their　apProach　in　teaching　a　par－
ticular　point．　The　fact　that　mistake　correction　is　important　is　obvious，　and　is　cer－
tainly　nothing　new　to　any　of　our　readers．　However，　when　our　contact　time　with　the
students　is　limited　we　tend　to　concentrate　our　attentions　on　mistakes　that　we　feel
are　more　serious　than　others．　Thus，　the　gravity　of　the　error　dictates　how　much　time
we　take　to　correct　or　explain　these　mistakes　to　our　studentg．．
The　authors　of　this　report　have　during　the　course　of　their　research　studied　over　200
pieces　of　w耐ing　by　Japanese　university　students．　We　were　struck　by　the　fact　that
we　frequently　disagreed　on　whether　a　particular　error　was　serious　or　not．　We
a仕ributed　part　of由is　fact　to　our　different　nationalities；one　of　the　authors　is　a　Japanese
teacher　of　English（Takahashi）while　the　other　author　is　a　native　speaker　of　English
（Buffett）．This　lead　us　to　investigate　why　we　interpreted　error　gravity　different－
ly，　and　make　some　recommendations　on　building　a　consensus　on　what　errors　are
the　most　important，　especially　between　teachers　from　different　cultural　back－
grounds．
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2．Discussions
2．1Two　Types　of　Errors
Our　observation　and　analysis　made　us　aware　that　there　are　two　major　types　of　errors
identifiable，　and　they　are：
（1）a．Type　A：Errors　that　make　a　sentence　difficult　or　impossible　to　understand．
　　　b．Type　B：Errors　that　affect　only　the　constituents　in　which　they　appear，　and
　　　　　do　not　lead　to　serious　problems　of　comprehension、
In　an　experiment　by　Hughes　and　Lascaratou（1982），　English　mistakes　from　Greek
students　were　shown　to　Greek　teachers　of　English　and　native　English　speakers　from
Britain（split　into　two　groups；teachers　of　English　and　non－te　aching　professionals　）．
Members　of　each　group　were　asked　to　evaluate　the　mistakes　on　a　scale　of　1　to　5，
where　5　would　be　the　most　serious．　The　results　they　obtained　were　interesting；the
mistakes　that　the　Greek　teachers　regarded　the　most　serious　were　ones　that　troubled
the　native　English　speakers　the　least，　and　vice　versa．　Greek　teachers　were　often　more
concemed　with　Type　B　mistakes，　ones　that　although　grammatically　incorrect　did
not　impinge　comprehension，　while　native　English　speakers　were　often　more　con－
cerned　with　Type　A　mistakes，　ones　that　seriously　affected　the　comprehension　of
the　sentence．　When　asked　to　justify　their　decisions，　the　native　English　speakers　often
referred　to　the　fact　that　the　sentences　were　still　intelligible．　On　the　other　hand，　the
Greek　teachers　often　mentioned　that　the　students　made　basic　mistakes，　and　seemed
concerned　that　the　students　continued　to　break　grammatical　rules　which　they
“should　have　mastered．”It　is　not　difficult　to　see　how　this　research　is　applicable　in
Japan．　where　the　majority　of　English　teaching　professionals　are　non－native　English
speakers．
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2．　2　Evaluation　of　Error　Gravity
The　situation　where　teachers　use　di　ffe　rent　standards　in　identifying　errors　and　grad－
ing　would　confuse　the　EFL　students　about　what　they　should　pay　attention　to　most
in　their　language　study．　This　is　particularly　true　for　the　students　like　ours　who　are
able　to　receive　lessons　from　both　Japanese　and　native　English　speaking　teachers
within　a　three－year－period　before　starting　to　write　their　graduation　thesis　in　English
during　their　final　year，（ln　our　department，　first　year　students　are　required　to　take
abasic　general　writing　practice　course、　second　year　students　a　technical　writing
course，　and　third　year　students　an　academic　writing　course．）
Therefore，　it　would　be　advisable　for　us　teachers　to　reconsider　what　factors　constitute
the‘‘seriousness”　oferrors　or　mistakes　in　writing　and　to　try　to　reach　a　certain　degree
of　concurrence　on　the　evaluation　of　error　gravity　especially　from　communicative
and　pedagogical　points　of　view．　In　this　respect，　there　is　a　strong　argument　to　place
an　emphasis　on　mistakes　that　seriously　diminish　the　comprehensibi］ity　of　the　sen－
tence　rather　than　those　that　are　simply　grammatical）y　incorrect．
2．2．1Writer，s　lntention
In　March，2004，1（Takahashi）wrote　a　message　to　my　graduating　seminar　students
in　English　and　part　of　the　original　manuscript　read（2a），　while　my　intended　mean－
ing　was（2b），
（2）a．Wherever　you　go　a丘er　graduation，1　would　like　you　to　be　someone　like　the
　　　　　sun　that　warms　people　around　you．　But　remember　the　sun　emits　light　and
　　　　　warmth　by　burning　itself．
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b．どこへ行こうが、あなたがいるその場で、太陽と輝いてください。そ
　　の太陽といっても、わが身を焦がして、まわりに暖かな希望を与える
　　という、そういう意昧での太陽であります。
When　I　showed（2a）to　an　Engiish－native　speaker（Buffett）and　asked　f（）r・correc－
tions　and　improvements，　he　asked　me　some　questions　to　draw　out　my‘“intended”
meaning，　and，　as　the　result　of　our　discussion，　the　following　revised　version　was
adopted．
（2）c．Wherever　you　go　after　graduation，1　would　like　you　to　be　someone　like　the
　　　　　sun　that　warms　and　provides　light　to　people　around　it．　But　remember　the
　　　　　power　for　the　sun　to　emit　light　and　warmth　comes　from　within　itself．
The　important　facts　worth　pointing　out　here，　among　others，　are：
（3）a、Since　Buffett　has　a　good　knowledge　of　Japanese．　he　knows　that占｝，　burn－
　　　　　ing　itself　is　the　direct　translation　from　the　Japanese　expressionわが身を
　　　　　蕉がしてand　is　also　aware　of　the　different　connotations　the　two　expres－
　　　　　sions　carry　in　each　of　the　Japanese　and　English　contexts．
　　　b，Since　Buffett　and　I　are　close　friends，　he　knows　me　well　and　his　guess
　　　　　about　what　I　would　likely　say　in　different　situations　is　often　right．
　　　c．The　fact　stated　in（3b）made　Buffett　want　to　confirm　whether（2a）was
　　　　　really　what　I　intended　to　say．
2．2．2　What　is“Understandability，，？
Suppose（2a）is　a　piece　of　writing　submitted　to　you　by　one　of　your　students　and
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you　are　to　grade　it　The　previous　observation　clearly　shows　that　in　grading　EFL
students’writings　we　need　to　take　into　account　something　that　is　intangible－name－
ly，　the　writer’s　intention　一　because　the　identification　of　the　writer’s　intended　mean－
ing　should　precede　the　evaluation　of　how　successfuhhe　writing　is．　Here、　attention
should　be　paid　to　the　fact　that，　ifwe　ignore　the　writer’sintention，（2a）and（2c）are
equally“understandable”and　make　sense．
Teachers　who　teach　an　EFL　writing　cours　e　face　the　challenge　of　figuring　out　what
a　text　written　by　a　student　intends　to　mean　and　their　evaluation　of　the　written　text
is　made　based　on　their　inference，　which　varies　depending　on　the　teacher．　In　other
words，　there　is　no　such　thing　as　objective　standards　in“understandability．”Probably
it　is　not　going　too　far　to　say　that，　in　communication，　understandability　is　often
relative　to　the　knowledge　of　various　levels　on　the　part　of　the　teacher，　who　happens
to　be　the　evaluator　of　the　writing－knowledge　in　such　areas　as　the　student’s　moth－
er　tongue，　culture，　experience　in　life，　and，　in　extreme　cases，　personality．　The
teacher　also　needs　to　be　objective　in　their　analysis．　While　they　may　grasp　the　intend－
ed　meaning　of　the　student’s　writing，　would　the　same　be　true　for　other　readers　with
different　backgrounds？
Just　for　the　sake　of　argument，　let　us　collsider　a　situation　where　someone　named
Fred　happens　to　be　in　the　bathroom　when　the　phone　rings　and，　expecting　a　call　from
his　friend　Joe，　he　says：
（4）Fred：If　it’sf（）r　me，1’min　the　bathroom！
and　somebody　in　his　house　answers　the　phone　to　find　Joe　at　the　other　end．　In　this
situation，　how　would　the　one　who　has　answered　the　phone　act？If　it’sFred’swife，
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chances　are　she　would　say｛o　Joe　s　omething　along　the　lines　of：
（5）Fred’swife：Hold　on、　please．　He’11　be　with　you　in　a　minute．
However．　if　iピs　Fred’ssix－year－old　daughter　or　four－year－old　son，　it　is　possible
that　they　may　act　differently．　For　example：
（6）Fred’s　six－year－old　daughter　to　Joe：Dad’sin　the　bathroom．
（7）Fred’s　four－year－old　son　to　Fred：［knocks　on　the　bathroom　door．　holding　the
　　　wireless　receiver　in　one　hand］Daddy、　iCsfor　you．
In　passing，　people　involved　in　the　above　example　case　do　noしof　course，　neces－
sarily　have　to　be　native　speakers　of　Engli　9．　h．
Now　the　above　examples　show　that　the　same　utterance　can　produce　different　per－
locutionary　effects　depending　on　who　the　hearer　is，　and　this　observation　leads　us
to　ask　the　follow▲ng　question．
（8）What　is　involved　when　the　same　utterance　produces　different　effects？
lbeheve　we　can　answer　to（8）in　terms　of　what　is　called“world　knowledge．”The
fact　that　Fred’s　children　fai）ed　to　ac，t　as　their　mother　would　in　this　situation　reflects
the　fact　that　the　intended　meaning　of　the　utterance　L‘lfit’s五）r　me，　rmin　the　bath－
room！”　was　not　understood　by　the　children　in　the　same　way　as　it　would　nommally
be　understood　by　adults．　This　is　because　of　the　difference　in　the　amount　of　world
or　common　sense　knowledge　and　life　experience　possessed　by　them，　and，　from　the
adults’viewpoint，　the　same　utterance　was　unders　tood　or　interpreted　not　exactly
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’L奄獅モ盾窒窒?モ狽激]buビimperfect1ジby　the　chi］dren．　In　other　words、　the‘’understand－
ability”of　an　utterance　does　not　reside　exclusively　in　the　hnguistic　message二italso
resides　in　the　addressee’sknowledge　ofthe　world．　This　leads　to　another　issue：how
can　we　enable　the　student　be　sensitive　to　unfamiliar　cultural，　educational．　and　L」world
experience”backgrounds？
2．2．3　Cultural　Schemata
Yule（1996）wrote：
（9）Everyone　has　had　the　experience　of　surprise　when　some　assumed　component
　　　of　an　event　is　unexpectedly　missing」remember　my　fi　rst　visit　to　a　Moroccan
　　　restaurant　and　the　absence　of　one　of　my’restaurant　script’requirements－
　　　there　were　no　chairs！（The　large　comfortable　cushions　were　an　excellent
　　　replacement．）his　almost　inevitable　that　our　background　knowledge　struc－
　　　tures，　our　schemata　fbr　making　sense　of　the　world，　will　be　cu］turally　deter－
　　　mined．　We　develop　our　cultural　schemata　in　the　contexts　of　our　basic　expe－
　　　nences．
　　　For　some　obvious　differences（for　example，　cushions　instead　of　chairs），we
　　　can　readily　modify　the　details　ofa　cultural　schema．　For　many　other　subtle　di　f－
　　　ferences，　however，　we　often　don’t　recognize　that　there　may　be　misinterpre－
　　　Iation　based　on　different　g．　chemata．　In　one　reported　examp】e．　an　Australian　fac－
　　　tory　supervisor　clearly　assumed由at　other　factory　workers　would　know　that
　　　Easter　was　close　and　hence　they　would　all　have　a　holiday．　He　asked　another
　　　worker，　originally　from　Vietnam，　about　her　plans，　as　in［7］，
　　　　　［7］You　have　five　days　off，　What　are　you　golng　to　doL～
　　　The　Vietnamel　e　worker　immediately　interpreted　the　utterance　in　terms　of　being
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laid　off（rather　than　having　a　holiday）．　Something　good　in　one　person’s
schema　can　sound　like　something　bad　in　another’s．
The　EFL　teacher　is　in　the　position　of　deciding　the　degree　of　error　gravity　in　EFL
students’wri　tings　and　of　grading　them　according　to　his　or　herjudgment．1（Takahashi）
agree　with　the　idea　ofevaluating　the　students’writings　based　on　the“inteiligibil－
ity”，　‘‘comprehensibilitジor“understandabilitジrather　than　giving　them　a　demer－
it　mark　against　each　trivial　grammatical　error　or　careless　mistake．　However、　it　would
be　too　much　to　believe　that　ourjudgment　of　the」“understandabilitゾis　always　objec－
tive　and　righしWe　should　keep　in　mind　that　tolerance　for　errors　based　on　the
understandability　could　vaiy　depending　on　how　much　we　share　with　our　students．
For　example，　how　would　the　reader　of　this　paper　grade　the　following　writing？
（10）Iwent　to　my　professor’soffice　a　little　late　for　an　appointment　and　said，“I
　　　　am　sorry．”He　just　smiled　and　proceeded　to　make　a　cup　of　tea　for　me．　When
　　　　he　handed　me　the　cup　of　tea，1　said　to　him，“1　am　sorry．”
There　occurs“I　am　sorrジtwice　in　this　writing．“I　am　sorrジis　the　direct　trans－
lation　of“Sumimasen（すみません）”in　Japanese、　and　my（Takahashi’s）inter．
pretation　of　this　expression　is　as　follows．
（11）In　the　first　case　of‘“Sumimasen，”　the　Japanese　student（the　writer，　that　is）per－
　　　　f（）rmed　the　i）locutionary　act　of　apologizing．　ln　the　second　case，　the　student
　　　　performed　the　iIlocutionary　act　of　thanking．
　　　　In　the　second　case，　the　illocutionary　act　the　student　performed　in　saying，
　　　　“Sumimasen、”　could　be　regarded　as　an　indirect　speech　act，　because　the　literal
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meaning　of　the　utterance　here　is’‘I　am　sonダ’oピ‘I　apologize　to　you．））
What，　then，　did　the　student　apologize　to　the　professor　f（）r？The　student　apol－
ogized　because　s／he　feh　sorry　for　the　troubie　the　professor　took　in　making　a
cup　of　tea　fbr　him　or　her．　For　Americans，　this　kind　of　act　would　be　some－
thing　to　be　thanked　for，　but　Japanese　regard　it　as　not　only　something　to　thank
f（）r　but　also　something　to　feel　sorry　fc）r．
Therefore，　in　saying，“Sumimasen，”s／he　indirectly　perfbrmed　an　illocu－
tionary　act　of　thanking　by　way　of　apologizing．
Since，　grammatically　speaking，（10）is　relatively　well　written，　a　Japanese　teacher
would　grade　it　much　higher　than　a　native　English　speaker　who　has　no　knowledge
of　the　Japanese　language　and　culture．　A　native　English　speaker　who　has　stayed　in
Japan　for　a　long　period　of　time　might　be　a　little　more　tolerant　of　the　inappropriate
direct　translation．　However，　a　native　English　speaker　with　iittle　or　no　Japanese　cul－
tural　sensitivity　would　simply　dismiss　the　second“1　am　sorry”as　nonsense．　Here
the　role　of　the　ELT　educator　should　be　to　anticipate　that　such　mistakes　will　occur
and　to　prepare　the　Japanese　student　accordingly．
3．Conclusion
Here　we　have　discussed　the　fact　that　teachers　from　different　cultUral　backgrounds
interpret　errors　made　by　students　differently．　Native　English　speaking　teachers　often
find　that　errors　that　impinge　on　sentence　comprehension　the　most　serious　while
mistakes　that　still　allow　the　sentence　to　be　comprehensible　are　seen　as　trivial　in
comparison．　This　may　be　because　native　speakers　themselves　commonly　make　the
latter，　Type　B，　mistake，　and　so　they　are　able　to　anticipate　the　meaning　easier．　In
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other　words，　native　English　speakers　have　as　part　of　their　cultural　schema　experi－
ence　in　handling　Type　B　errors．　In　contrast，　Japanese　teachers　of　English　often　find
that　errors　that　fall　into　the　Type　B　category　are　the　most　serious　while　mistakes
that　greatly　impinge　comprehension　are　seen　as　less　of　a　problem．　This　may　be
becaug．　e　Japanese　educators　have　experience　of　learning　English　through　an　exam－
ination　driven　system．　Success　in　language　acquisition　is　measured　by　a　quantita－
tive　measure　of　how　many　right　answers　are　obtained．　In　this　system　there　is　no
qualitative　measure　of　how　intelligible　the　answers　were，　even　if　they　were　deemed
incorrect．　This　would　in　part　explain　why　Japanese　teachers　of　English　are　less　tol－
erant　than　their　native－English　speaking　colleagues　of　Type　B　errors．　It　does　not，
however，　explain　why　they　do　not　recognize　that　Type　A　errors　are　the　most　seri－
ous．　We　think　that　the　answer　lies　again　in　differences　between　the　cultura1　schema
of　native－English　speakers　and　Japanese　teachers　of　English．　Context，　whether　cul－
tural，　educational　or　based　on‘‘world－experience”，▲s　vital　in　the　interpretation　of
the　comprehensibility　of　a　sentence　or　in　the　determination　of　the　gravity　of　an　error．
Given　that　we　recommend　a　greater　emphasis　on　Type　A　errors，　Japanese　teach－
ers　of　English　need　to　broaden　their　cultural　schema　so　that　they　recognize　errors
in　comprehension　even　if　the　grammar　is　intact．　Some　strategies　to　improve　error
gravity　recognition　would　be　to　increase　the　involvement　of　native－English　speak－
ing　teachers　in　the　classroom，　encourage　Japanese　teachers　to　travel　widely　or　take
asabbatical　in　another　country，　and　include　guidelines　to　teachers　on　what　mis－
takes　are　grammatically　incorrect　but　still　understandable　to　native－English　speakers．
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